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Catalogue Information
This handbook catalogues the stamps issued to
show that the payment of copyright royalties had
been made to the holder. In most cases this was
to cover mechanical royalties paid to composers
and lyricists whose work appeared on so-called
mechanical music – namely items requiring a
machine to interpret the music.

Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used throughout
the catalogue.
Printing

In a few cases stamps were used to show the
copyright for the performer, notably in Spain and
Argentina.
These are noted as “Performers
copyright” in the listing.
Stamps could also be used to show the payment of
Author’s copyright in published works, and for
composers and lyricists in sheet music, and
lyricists on ‘Word Rolls’. Such General copyright
stamps are much less common, with just two
issuers seen to date utilising stamps in books (see
Jarrold & Co and R.L. Stevenson), and a few
others in sheet music or word rolls. These are
noted as “General copyright” in the listing.

T/S

Typeset

H/S

Handstamped

T/W

Typewritten

M/S

Manuscript

Colours

The major source for these stamps remains
78rpm, and early 45rpm or LP format records.
Other stamps are also found on these old records,
namely Inspection Stamps and Purchase Tax. For
completeness, these are also catalogued following
the main listing.

B.

Black

Bl.

Blue

G.

Green

R.

Red

Sl.

Slate

V.

Violet

Y.

Yellow

Org.

Orange

Miscellaneous

Exclusions

CS

Chalk surfaced

Printed indicia described previously, including
those bearing a value, have not been catalogued.

Diag.

Diagonal

Horiz.

Horizontal

Record retailers often advertised themselves by
affixing a variety of stamps and stickers to the label
of the record. These were normally die-cut, and
are obviously not copyright stamps.
Some
however, are rectangular and perforated and all fall
under the category of Cinderellas. While collecting
the copyright stamps, an interesting side-collection
of the shop labels can also be made. No attempt
has been made to catalogue these here, and it is
unlikely that any could be confused for a copyright
stamp.

Imp.

Imperforate

Perf.

Perforated

Roul.

Roulette

Sig.

Signature

Vert.

Vertical

Wmk.

Watermark

Catalogue Layout

Importation Tax stamps are also occasionally
found on records, especially in South America.
These too are outside the scope of this catalogue.
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The catalogue lists the stamps issued by various
companies,
societies
and
individuals
in
alphabetical order. Individuals are ordered by their
surname, as are companies where a personal
name is the main component of the company
name. Articles such as ‘The’ are ignored. All are
indexed under variants of the name, or
abbreviations if that is what sometimes appears on
the stamp.
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Following the issuer name is the country where the
main activity of the issuer occurred. This is not
always the same country where the stamps were
issued.
For instance, Victor Recording
Corporation was a major US-based music
organisation, but appears to have only issued its
own stamps for records issued in Argentina.

Illustrations.
Stamps are illustrated at 150%. Each distinct type
and sub-type is illustrated where possible. In a
very few cases, the item is only known from the
illustration of a record for sale (usually on Ebay™
from an anonymous seller), and in those cases the
image quality is much reduced. Those illustrations
are captioned “image from web scan”.

Issuers have been classified into four generic
categories – Music Publisher, Composer,
Copyright Agency and Record Company (or
occasionally Piano Roll Company). This definition
follows the country of ‘residence’. Where details
are known, a brief history of the issuer is supplied.
Further details can be sourced from the
References following the main catalogue listing.

Many sets are also preceded by an image of a
typical example from that set. Some notable
errors, especially inverted values, are also shown.
Font varieties, and the occasional detail required to
distinguish some sub-types, are illustrated at
300%.

Within each issuer, there may be subsections
relating to particular regions where specific types of
stamps were used. Thus for Chappell & Co for
example, there is an initial section for the stamps
issued for use in Great Britain, followed by those
for Australia, Europe and finally the general Group
Control issues. An overall chronological sequence
is attempted within each section so that the first set
would be the earliest used, and the last set, the
latest.

Set Headings
Sets are headed up by a set number, followed by a
heading comprised of a date or date-range, the
stamp type, perforation, description of the method
and colour of the value, and the standard font or
watermark if relevant.

Set Numbering

Types

For ease of referencing, each set is given a unique
3-digit number, starting with 010. If there are subsections, then both the type and set numbering
restarts, but will be prefixed with a suitable letter,
thus the first set for Chappell & Co’s Australian
sub-section is A010, type A1. Sets and sub-sets
are always referenced in bold.

As different types of stamp for an issuer appear
chronologically, they are numbered sequentially.
Where the difference between two or more types
are minor, sub types are used thus 1a, 1b, 1c.
Distinct issues for a separate region or country are
collected together, and the types are renumbered
with an appropriate prefix, thus Chappell & Co’s
Australian issues are of types A1, A2 etc. Stamp
types are always references in bold.

The last digit in the set number is also meaningful.
I have divided the various means of denoting the
value of a stamp into four types – Printed,
Manuscript, Handstamped and Typewritten. These
four types are assigned the digits 0 through 3.
Printed values are usually in a clear black typeset
form, but can also be printed in colour as part of
the overall design.
Those deemed to be
typewritten are based upon their general
appearance, and will have a font and screened
printed appearance consistent with being inked
either via or through a ribbon. It is most likely that
these were 333 using an Addressograph-type
machine, although some were definitely typed on a
manual typewriter. Carbon copies are also known
and obvious – note the D. Davis & Co 11/2d and
The Gramophone Co ‘ALBENIZ’ overprint
illustrated in the following pages.

The business of using stamps to show the
payment of copyright royalties based upon the
retail price of the recording, and complicated by the
various arrangements for sharing of the copyright
between multiple composers, lyricists and their
agents, led to a particular theme of stamp
production, especially in Great Britain and
Australia, that may be unique among Revenues.
This was a large variety of provisional issues, and
the creation of stamp designs especially to
facilitate this.
This is seen through many stamp designs leaving
a blank space into which the appropriate value
would subsequently be placed. In some cases this
would be done by the printer, but in many the
unvalued sheets would be supplied to the copyright
holder, or their agent, who would then apply the
required value to the requested number of stamps
manually - by handstamp, typewritten or in
manuscript.

Similarly, stamps were often revalued (surcharged)
by one of the previous four methods. A second
sequence 5 through 8 is used to denote those.
Suffixes 4 and 9 are occasionally used for items
that cannot be fitted into any other series neatly.
Sets where the stamps are unvalued, most notably
among the European issuers, are suffixed 0.
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The following examples aim to clarify this.

xx0 – Value printed or typeset, or
unvalued

xx1 – Value in Manuscript

xx2 – Value Handstamped

xx3 – Value Typewritten

xx5 – Revalued from Type

xx6 – Revalued in Manuscript

xx7 – Revalued by Handstamp

xx8 – Revalued Typewritten
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came are not known (normally the case for stamps
purchased from dealers), or the original record
cannot even be approximately dated.

Dating Sets
Most sets have a date or date range following the
set number. These dates normally represent the
range of issue dates of the recordings on which the
stamps within the set were found. In this respect
this catalogue differs from most others in that it
does not establish sets based upon the date of first
issue, but rather gives a year, or range of years, of
usage.

Sub-sets
In some cases, sets are divided up into sub-sets,
usually when different perforations have been
used, there are both unwatermarked and
watermarked versions, or the same surcharge type
has been applied to a collection of earlier sets
apparently at the same time.
These sub-sets
have their own sub-headings, as A., B. etc. If the
change in perforation, watermark or overprinting
shows distinct date ranges, then a new set is
started.

Occasionally other information relating to the
issuer can assist in setting start or end dates for a
set. For instance, J. Albert & Son appended the
‘Ltd’ suffix in 1933, and ‘Pty’ in 1937. This gives an
earliest possible date for stamps bearing those
inscriptions.

Item listing
Establishing the date of issue of recordings is not
normally an exact science. Many guides are
concerned with the date of the actual recording in
1
the studio , rather than the general issue of the
record itself. Some matrices sat for years before
being actually pressed.

Within each set or sub-set, the items are listed in
ascending order of value. Unvalued items are
shown by an empty pair of parentheses, thus ().
The value is always shown with the appropriate
currency symbol (usually ‘d’ for old pence. ‘s’ for
shilling), whether or not the stamp bore such a
symbol. As the colour of the value is given in the
set heading, it is not repeated for each item.
Colours are matched against the Stanley Gibbons
Stamp Colour Key, 1974.

Those that do provide issue dates are frequently
only accurate to within a year, and even then the
date given is the earliest date. Popular records
would remain in the catalogues for many years decades even. For instance, in the 1950 HMV
dealers’ list, records first issued in the mid-1920s
are still available. This can mean that a stamp
normally associated with the 1940s can appear on
a record that the dating guides would place in the
2
1920s . The ‘best’ records for dating stamps then,
are those from record companies which only lasted
for a short time, removing the long catalogue life
problem.

Stamps only known subsequently revalued are
shown in parenthesis, e.g. (3 1/3d red).
Surcharges are listed by the final value of the
stamp, not necessarily that of the surcharge itself.
The three types of surcharge are explained next.
Where the surcharge is the new value, the term
’on’ is used and the surcharge text is not
highlighted.

For these reasons, being able to date multiple
copies of stamps from a set, appearing on a wide
variety of records from different companies, is
preferred. This allows trends to appear, and
outlying dates (especially unexpectedly early ones)
to be exposed, and, on the whole, discounted. An
unexpected late date cannot be discounted, and
usually means the use, many years later, of old
stock. Thus if a stamp that normally appears on
1930s recordings appears on a single record first
published in the 1950s (as occurred with Victoria
Music Publishing 010), the usage range of the
whole set is extended, and a qualifying note added.

8 1/2d on 5/8d red, green
Where the surcharge obliterates some, but not all,
of the original value to create a new value different
from the surcharge, the term ‘on’ is used in
addition to highlighting the surcharge text.

Where reasonably accurate dating is not possible,
the dates given are qualified with a ‘c’ prefix (for
circa, meaning I know it is around this date, or date
range), or a question mark (meaning I think it
should be around this date, or date-range). If no
date is supplied at all, just a question mark, it
means that the recordings from which the example
1
2

1 1/4d (‘4’) on 1 1/8d green

Commonly known as the Matrix date.

For an example, see Figure 22 on page 100
xxv
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Overprints
Items where the complete original value combines
with the surcharge to create a new value are
distinguished by highlighting the surcharged text,
and the term ‘with’ before the original value.

Many companies also added the name of the
actual copyright owner, or (very rarely), the
composition, to the stamps. The four printing
methods outlined previously were also used.
Where one or more items in a set bear overprints
of this nature, these are listed at the end of the set
in alphabetical order, in the sequence shown
below. The catalogue does not attempt to show
which particular item was overprinted by any
particular overprint.

1s 5/8d (‘1/’) with 5/8d red, green

T/S – Typeset
References to illustrated font variations are shown
thus (I), (II) etc.
Exceptions to the type,
perforation, font or font colour noted in the set
heading are shown in the item description,
italicised in parentheses, e.g. (perf. 11).
Notable variations or errors are given following the
item’s listing, as an indented entry commencing a.,
b. etc. Each individual stamp is not individually
numbered; it being expected that a significant
number of insertions of new finds will follow this
publication.

M/S – Manuscript

Printing
Almost all stamps appear to have been produced
by a form of surface printing, probably lithography.
Some appear to have been set up fully from
printer’s type (e.g. AMCO, Clowes.) A very few are
handstruck (Edney, Prestophone), or completely in
manuscript (Lumsdaine, B&F).
No engraved
stamp has been sighted.

H/S – Handstamp

The actual printers are known with certainty for
only a very few issues. It can be conjectured that
those bearing the Harrison & Son watermark W1
were printed by that firm, and also that Wm.
Clowes printed their own stamp.
T/W - Typewritten

Sheet size is also unknown for almost all issues,
but is given where known. Known full sheets, and
blocks retaining some selvedge, show no selvedge
inscriptions.
Classification of paper variations, or mesh direction
or mesh existence has not been attempted, except
to be occasionally noted where it is a distinguishing
feature.

Each of the four types noted above tends towards
a default colour. For Typeset, Manuscript and
Typewritten this is black, while Handstamps tend to
be violet. Where the colour used is not the default
one, it is noted.
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Set notes

Font F3 varieties.

Following some sets will be one or more Notes,
expanding a point of interest regarding the set as a
whole, or a particular item within it.

3

Common Fonts

/4d

1d

Several fonts appear reasonably frequently across
a wide selection of issuers.

1 1/8d

F1

F2

1 1/4d

F3

F4
1 3/8d

No notable variations are known in font F1, while
F2 only shows an occasional san-serif ‘D’. Fonts
F3 and F4 have a number of varieties that probably
relate to the lack of sufficient identical type to make
up a full forme at the printers, and to the small size
of some of that type. Typical examples are
missing dot below ‘D’, different length fraction bars,
tall & short settings, and serif or san-serif ‘D’ and
digits. Examples of these are shown here for
reference.

1 1/2d

1 7/8d

2d

It is assumed that these varieties are scattered
throughout the forme, in varying combinations for
each value. Lack of any full sheets, let alone
multiples make proving this impossible at this time.
As the same font and varieties appear on the
stamps of many different issuers, it is likely that the
same printer was used by different issuers, and the
printer probably kept a collection of formes ready.
This would be achievable as the stamps were of a
uniform size, and so presumably were the sheets.

2 1/4d

2 2/5d

2 1/2d

3d

3 1/2d
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Font F4 varieties.

Watermarks.

This font is mainly seen on some Australian issues
for Palings and Boosey & Co.

Five watermarks have been noted in use.

1

/2d

5 8

/d
W1

Harrison & Son London, script

W2

Mesh of flattened hexagons

W3

Flattened ‘honeycomb’ mesh

3 4

/d

1d

1 1/4d

1 1/2d

2 1/2d

AMMRE  EDIFO  MECOLICO  MECHAN
FO  MECOLICO  MECHANLIZENZ  N.C
MECHANLIZENZ  N.C.B.  AMMRE  EDI
IZENZ  N.C.B.  AMMRE  EDIFO  MECO
N.C.B.  AMMRE  EDIFO  MECOLICO 

3d

W4

The text “AMMRE • EDIFO • MECOLICO •
MECHANLIZENZ • N.C.B.” repeated across
the sheet in lines 120mm long. The letters
are 3mm high, with just over 2mm between
each line. The start of each subsequent line
is staggered, with the pattern repeating in
blocks of 5 lines. Has the appearance of an
impressed watermark, showing in mint, fullgum examples, as clearly recessed text on
the front of the stamp.

W5

Crosses & Circles

8d

The variations illustrated above are undoubtedly
incomplete.
Other notable font varieties are
illustrated where they occur.

Stamps are unwatermarked, unless noted.
Watermark varieties, such as inverted or sideways,
have not been listed.
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Punched stamps
Copyright stamps are occasionally found on some English labels, circular-punched.

Figure 16. The Copyright Protection Society
type 1b 040 1922, punched 16mm

Figure 17. Edison Bell type 2a 030 1913-14,
punched 18mm

The common factor is that the records were
produced by Edison Bell in London, either on their
house labels – Winner & Velvet-Face in particular
(Figure 16.) – or on various others pressed on
contract for third parties, such as Herald and
Minstrel (both for J.E. Pidgeon Ltd of Christchurch,
New Zealand, Figure 17.), and Rexophone after
1914 (for Messrs Jackson & McDonald of Sydney,
Australia). This practice started in 1913, and the
latest example seen was on a Velvet-Face
pressing, dated 1925

Also unknown is the reason for taking this action.
Certainly it would have added effort to what was
already a very manual process.
It may be
conjectured that this minimised the area of Edison
Bell’s own record labels covered by the copyright
stamps. Edison Bell did not begin to set aside
space on their labels until around 1927.
There were several different punch diameters in
use – 1/2”, 5/8”, 21/32”, 43/64”, 11/16” and 3/4”. In metrics,
the closest equivalents are 13mm, 16mm,
16.5mm, 17mm, 17.5mm and 19mm, and these
are used in the catalogue. The 1/2” and 3/4” sizes
are much scarcer than the rest, and there is no
obvious period of specific use for any particular
punch. Many do not have a clean-cut edge presumably several sheets were punched at once,
and the lower ones were not always punched
neatly. Stamps were sometimes punched offcentre, which allows perforations to be measured.

This practice of punching out the stamps before
applying them to the label was very consistent, to
the extent that unpunched examples of Edison
Bell’s own stamps are extremely scarce, and
stamps of other issuers on Edison Bell labels are
nearly always found punched. What arrangements
they had in place with these other companies to
allow them to deface their stamps is unknown.
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Similar effort with a typewriter and the later D.
Davis unvalued red stamps would equally be
unprovable as a fake.

Pricing
This is clearly a vexed question, to quote S.E.R.
1
Hiscocks . There is no established market in
these stamps, nor any prior catalogue to act as a
starting point. Documented auction sales prices
are not common and are usually accumulations.
Dealers with a few of these items for sale will
generally have them in their ‘Back of the Book’ or
Cinderella stockbook, usually at a basic price
(“This page 50p each”). Unsurprisingly, common
items are priced the same as rare ones.

I am able to apply rarity factors to Australasian and
British stamps with some authority and confidence;
much less so for the European issuers. Recently
the availability of online images of record labels
from various 78rpm record sellers based in
particular locations has allowed a better
understanding of the relative commonality of their
local stamps. This has helped greatly for Spain,
Argentina and USA.

Consideration was given to supplying just scarcity
factors (RRR etc.), but the value of a stamp
depends upon both supply and demand, and
especially the intangible factor of desirability.

Naturally I am hoping that the publication of the
catalogue will encourage more collectors to enter
this field. They will normally have to set about
obtaining stamps from the original recordings.
These are still relatively easy to find, and if bought
individually in most second-hand or goodwill shops,
cost around £1 each, less if purchased in bulk.
Some European stamps, especially the early
issues, are generally found on records such as
Pathés or Fonotipias, that are more expensive and
harder to locate. Older high value stamps (about
4d and up) tend to come from piano rolls. These
are generally more expensive than 78rpm records.
Newer high value stamps, almost always with
manuscript values, come from EP and LP covers
or labels of the later 1950’s and 1960’s. These
records are usually very cheap.

Starting with a base price of 50p, I assigned each
item a rank based upon Scarcity (essentially how
many copies I posess, or have seen, including in
others’ collections), and Desirability (how much
would a collector like myself want this item?). This
second factor is highly subjective, combining visual
attractiveness, size, issuer fame, thematic appeal
and finally age. Thus a brightly coloured, large and
old item (e.g. Société Générale de L'Édition
Phonographique types 1 through 8) score highly on
Desirability, while the small, plain black and
relatively recent issues of The Southern Music Co
fare poorly. Age is a factor in scarcity, as stamps
on records pre-WWI tended to suffer a high rate of
loss along with the records during the various
recycling campaigns, passage of time, and through
the depredations of war itself.

Other collectors may find particular issuers or
stamps of interest. Thematic collectors of dogs
would seek the various Gramophone Co items
featuring ‘Nipper’, while there are several issuers
with bird designs, notably Swan & Co and Hawkes.
Anything relating to Edison seems very collectable
in the United States, and Victor to a lesser extent.
Finally members of the Philatelic Music Circle are
likely to find a variety of stamps meeting their
individual interests, especially the various
composers who issued stamps or appear as
overprints on the issues of others.

The prices are in pounds Sterling, with a seldom
used maximum of £25.00. Many of the higher
priced items (£10.00 and up) are only known from
one or two examples, and will most likely prove to
be underpriced in the market once established.
Some items have only been seen subsequently revalued or surcharged. In this case, the original
item is priced by an asterix.

Of course, many stamps priced cheaply will be
very difficult to locate if you are in the ‘wrong’
country. This remains as there is not yet a global
exchange in the stamps. If you want to find Italian
stamps, the best place is in Italy. Likewise,
Australian stamps found easily throughout the
junk-shops of Australasia, are almost never found
in Great Britain, there being very little in the way of
movement of 78s or piano rolls in that direction.
However, and importantly, there was a significant
movement of 78s and rolls from Great Britain, and
to a lesser extent Europe, to Australasia – either by
way of import for trade, or from people emigrating
and bringing their collections with them. This
means that many stamps of British origin can be
found in Australasia, certainly the more common
ones.

Frequently, the rarest items are provisional issues
with the value handwritten, typewritten or
handstamped.
By their nature of being
provisionals, and the extra effort in creating them,
their numbers are always going to be much smaller
than their mass-printed colleagues. Because of
the difficulty in proving the originality of these, their
value is set at little more than the base item they
are formed from. To clarify by example, the
unvalued later blue Chappell & Co Sydney stamps
are very common (in Australasia anyway). Much
scarcer are those with a manuscript (actually
pencil) value ‘6’, from some piano rolls. Anyone
with a few blank items and a pencil could create
their own manuscript value (even one not listed).
1

from the Introduction in his catalogue, Telegraph &
Telephone Stamps of the World, 1982.
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Premium items
Common faults are staining of the paper from nonwaterfast record label ink, label design transfer to
the back, blunt corner, tears, poor centering,
thinning, needle cuts (where a runaway steel
needle has scored the stamp in an arc), scuffs
(from the record being pulled out of a stack), foxing
(common on some issuers off piano rolls), and
imperforate on or two sides (sheets were
sometimes cut into strips to facilitate the manual
process of affixing the stamps to the records).
Frequently a stamp will exhibit several of these
faults. The price should perhaps be halved each
time for each fault, thus a stained stamp with a
blunt corner would be 25% of catalogue.

Due to their method of use, and not originally being
sold to collectors, any multiple should command a
premium greater than simply multiplying the value
by the number of stamps. Pairs can occasionally
be found, and two strips of three are known.
Rarely, remainders have appeared on the market,
meaning some larger blocks of stamps, especially
from Société Générale, exist. Full sheets are
known of some of the most recent items, from the
1980’s, and a couple of others. An inventory of
known multiples will be found in the Appendices.
Full gum items from before 1960 are also very
scarce, and almost all known examples have come
from the remainder source noted previously.
Collections of items from this source were sold
through The Glass Slipper Auctions in the late
1980’s.

Edison Bell’s stamps of types 2 to
punched.
Unpunched Edison
command a significant premium,
items from other issuers should at
in value.

5 are priced as
items should
while punched
least be halved

Items on Entire or On Piece
Items on entire record or sleeve, or a piece from a
piano roll, where the link between the stamp and
the record or roll is apparent (for instance the
stamp has a handstamped or manuscript
composer’s signature which matches the
composer’s name on the record label) is obviously
more desirable.

Referencing this Catalogue.
To describe items against this catalogue, it is
suggested that the set reference follow the issuer
name, thus “J. Albert & Son 3d vermilion, green
(Miller 420A.)

Condition
Usual stamp catalogues price to VFU (Very Fine
Used), or UHM (Unhinged Mint). Neither is useful
for these stamps. Almost all will be found in MNG
(Mint, No Gum) – that is uncancelled, but without
gum.
Pristine stamps are a rarity, in common with many
revenue stamps. Nonetheless, the price assumes
Very Good condition – no tears, well centered, no
staining, no scuffs etc. As such, the prices for
some stamps may appear high, given that they are
relatively common.
However, it will soon be
apparent that almost all found will exhibit one or
more faults.
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